Farm to Chef 2020
What is Farm to Chef Maryland?
This one-of-a-kind foodie event is a culinary competition that
pairs local farmers with the area’s most talented chefs to create
original dishes that highlight the region’s wide abundance of
local, fresh ingredients. This amazing night is the annual
fundraiser for the non-profit TasteWise Kids and its signature
program, Days of Taste®, a hands-on program that provides
elementary school children with an introduction to the basic
elements of taste, the importance of fresh food, and teaches
them how food travels from farm to table.

Farm to Chef 2020
Our 2020 vision for Farm to Chef is to transfer the joyous and
communal spirit of our big night to a shared live-streamed event with
attendees voting in real-time. Two-person chef teams from Baltimore
and the surrounding counties will vie for a spot in the Farm to Chef
cooking competition. The community will vote for who they want to
see throw down, with the top two votegetters proceeding to the
competition, where they will cook with a mystery ingredient,
supplemented by a bountiful pantry stocked by Maryland farms and
makers. This competition will be streamed via Zoom to ticketholders at
home. A select group of judges will crown the winners, while viewers
vote in real-time for People’s Choice awards. All ticket holders will
also be in the running to receive dinner for 4 prepared by
the winning chef.

Event Logistics
Air Date: October 5, 2020
Location: Virtual/Baltimore Chef Shop
Event website for more information and to buy tickets:
www.tastewisekids.org
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Event Sponsorships
Centerpiece - $10,000
Private catered dinner for 10 at Starbright Farm with a
tour of One Straw Farm
Judge’s position at Farm to Chef
40 tickets to the event
Logo on all publicity materials as
“PRESENTING SPONSOR”
Produced :30 sponsor story during
competition broadcast
Inclusion in list of sponsors on competition broadcast
Link to company’s website from Farm to Chef website
Exposure on social media sites

Platinum Plate - $5,000

Gold Knife - $2,500

Special “Meet the Chef” dinner for four at a Farm to

Private cocktail class for 4

Chef restaurant

15 tickets to the event

25 tickets to the event

Exclusive segment sponsor (i.e. Farm ot Chef highlight)

Produced :30 sponsor story during

Host acknowledgement/interaction during competition

competition broadcast

broadcast

Inclusion in list of sponsors on competition broadcast

Inclusion in list of sponsors on competition broadcast

Logo on all publicity materials

Logo on all publicity materials

Link to company’s website from Farm to Chef website

Link to company’s website from Farm to Chef website

Exposure on social media sites

Exposure on social media sites

Silver Fork - $1,000

Bronze Spoon - $500

10 tickets to the event

5 tickets to the event

Company’s website listed on Farm to Chef website

Company’s website listed on Farm to Chef website

Inclusion in list of sponsors on competition broadcast

Inclusion in list of sponsors on competition broadcast
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In our signature program Days of Taste®, 4th graders learn
about the elements of taste and the journey of food from
farm to table. Originally developed by The American Institute
of Wine & Food (AIWF), a national organization, we launched
Days of Taste® in the Baltimore area in 1998 and have since

virtual

served over 20,000 children.

Due to the current remote nature of schooling, our
programming has also gone virtual, allowing us to feature an
even more diverse range of chefs and farms for each student
via video and follow up synchronous interactive experiences
and currciulum.
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Day 3: Salad Prep
Guided again by local
professional chefs,
students make their own
farm-fresh salad and
vinaigrette dressing using
seasonal vegetables and
fruit, and continue
learning how to balance
ingredients.
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IMPACT

"I thought broccoli came
from a factory."
- Days of Taste® student
"Did you know you can make
your own salad dressing?"
-Days of Taste® student

"We all eat differently.
The program changed our entire
family’s life."
- Days of Taste® parent
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